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2014

A NEW YEAR, A NEW START

AND WAY TO GO

Dear Colleagues,
It‘s amazing how fast time flies by and
the year 2014 has come to an end. We
would like to thank you all for your
hard work, cooperation and feedback
this year. We have had a very busy and
successful year and you deserve much
of the credit for that.

WE WISH YOU HAVE A
HAPPY, MEANINGFUL AND
PROSPEROUS NEW 2015!
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Questers is

TOP ICT EMPLOYER
2014 IN BULGARIA
2014 was outstanding for us because Questers

This award reinforces our belief in our HR

has been awarded “Top ICT Employer“ 2014 in

Management practices and will encourage

Bulgaria in the category Outsourcing Services us to continue to innovate, bringing new
on a ceremony held on October 15.
activities and welfare practices to our staff and
The survey which has been conducted for the third partner‘s teams. At Questers we believe that
consecutive year is focused purely on IT companies happy employees make great businesses! This
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with 50+ employees and is based on employee

achievement and recognition comes directly

engagement and satisfaction measurements

from the brilliant people that work with us and

encompassing HR policies and practices, office

we wish to thank you all for your support and

environment and line management fairness.

the opportunity to work together.

NEW TEAMS
COMING TOGETHER IS A BEGINNING, KEEPING TOGETHER IS PROGRESS, WORKING
TOGETHER IS SUCCESS. - HENRY FORD
We are pleased to announce our new a positive and pleasant work environment.
partnerships with three well-known and wellestablished UK based companies which have
placed their confidence in Bulgarian IT experts

We are always glad to partner with new
organisations each year, but also to see our

clients perform and grow their business.
and chosen to partner with Questers to expand During the last year, Certivox successfully
their operations with development teams in raised $8m in Series B funding and we are
Sofia. We would like to warmly welcome to

delighted to continue working with them and

Questers community WHICH?, AGENT3 and accompany them into the next exciting stage
FUNDING CIRCLE teams and hope they will enjoy
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of their development.
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EVENTS
OCTOBER

UP AND RUNNING: PARTICIPATING AT SOFIA MORNING RUN

I

n late October Questers running enthusiasts infrastructure in the city. In the meantime, all
didn‘t get scared neither by the cold weather, the employees underwent the medical checks
nor by the early hour and the amazing we regularly organize every year. Our busy
team ranked 5th in Sofia Morning Run race, lives and work schedules often prevent us
organised for the third consecutive year in from seeking routine health exams, this is why
support of promoting healthy lifestyle and it is very useful when your employer takes
raising funds for the development of the sports
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care of that instead of you ;)

TRICK OR TREAT: HALLOWEEN DANCE PARTY

A

t the end of October our qClub
turned into Halloween Scare Dance
arena. Questers team performed a
special surprise for everyone – a flashmob
based on the most emblematic Halloween
song, Thriller, by the pop-icon Michael
Jackson. Professional make-up session
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was organized earlier in the day to enforce
the atmosphere. All employees were
invited to join for the makeover and creep,
float or crawl to the costume dance party.
As tradition goes, our Chef at qClub was
pleased to serve delicious special recipe
treats and drinks.
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NOVEMBER
LE BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU EST ARRIVE

F

or decades, the third Thursday of
November is the first day of the new
wine vintage. True to the tradition, on
20th of November at qClub Questers hosted
a Beaujolais wine tasting party. Three great
types of wine – fruity and gentle Rose, young
genuine French Beaujolais and deliciously
warming Cabernet & Ruby made the gathering
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one of a kind. We were pleased to welcome
a guest sommelier who shared with us the
secrets of the tempting “spirits” locked inside
the bottles of the selected brands. The final
touch of the event were the mini quiche and
the amazing selection of fresh, yellow and
spiced cheese that perfectly complemented
the taste of our favourite drink.

DECEMBER
QUESTERS 2014 CHRISTMAS PARTY

O

n December 13 Questers threw its annual 7 hours offered fun games to get to know each
2014 Christmas Party - a celebration of other a little better, open bar and a live Bulgarian
our appreciation and gratitude for the rock band with strong female vocals and original
wonderful people we are working with! The music keeping all of us excited on the dance floor.
venue was a four-star SPA hotel in Borovets, We shared a great time together and hope
a popular Bulgarian mountain resort. The have boosted your mood for the upcoming
memorable event which lasted for more than holiday season!
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PERFORMANCE
OCTOBER
LUNCH WITH THE GEEKS
BUILDING HIGHLY EFFECTIVE TEAMS
Оn 22nd October at qClub our collegue Peter Sabev, a QA Manager
with a wide experience in IT, gave a very interesting and attention
grabbing presentation on How to Make a Perfect Team with Imperfect
People. The topic this time was not so geeky yet very important for the
success of team performance. Questions and strategies discussed
were focused on how to create a team from scratch and how this team
can slowly but surely grow, be rallied and organized. We found out
how people unite under a common goal, what the spirit of teamwork
is and eventually how to create a perfect team with imperfect people.
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AND TRAINING
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER
BEYOND THE KEYBOARD
RECRUITMENT training
Throughout November and December two groups of team members
involved in the recruitment process underwent ESSENTIALS IN
RECRUITMENT & SELECTION training. All of the attendants showed
great interest, enthusiasm and active participation. The aim of this
course was to provide the participants with the skills, knowledge and
confidence required to recruit and select the right team members
for the job. Topics covered in the sessions of this soft skills training
included the stages of the recruitment process; effective recruitment
and selection methods; structuring, preparing for, conducting and
closing interviews; using effective questions and linguistic analysis;
active listening & note taking; making the selection decision; feedback.
Participants acquired a deeper level of understanding of the process
and got some very useful insight into the ‘art’ of recruiting.
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Giving Help

TOGETHER
On the last weekend of November we ended our
Donate a Book campaign by paying a visit to a
children’s home in the city of Vratsa to meet the
kids there, play games together and of course
donate the

100+ BOOKS
we have collected since August when we
started the campaign. We ended this campaign
only to focus our efforts on collecting funds for
a related charity. Winter is here and most of the
children living in orphanages face the imminent
need for warm winter shoes. This is why for the
cold winter months we have launched another
donation campaign Shoes for Kids to raising
money or gift vouchers from the social benefit
programme in support of kids without parental
care. The donation box as usual is located on the
reception desk on the 3rd floor.
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And What

ELSE

HELPING BULGARIAN
IT COMMUNITY GROW
Devoted to the continuous development of technologies and platforms, and entertainment
the Bulgarian IT community we are aiming at and sports.
helping both junior and senior IT specialists to
further enhance their technical skills, either
through our regular Tech Meet Ups or by
supporting external seminars, conferences
and trainings. This is why the last months
of 2014 we have supported and took part in
three technical events – SoftUni Conf, Rails
Girls and the European IT and Business
RAILS GIRLS SOFIA 3.0 was also held in midForum.
October 2014. Rails Girls aims to open up
technology and make it more approachable
for girls and women. The weekend web
development workshop was free and open to
all enthusiastic girls and women with little or
no software development experience.

EUROPEAN IT AND BUSINESS FORUM is
THE SECOND EDITION OF SOFTUNI CONF
was held in mid-October 2014 at Hotel Rila
Borovets 2014. The two-day technical event
gathered around 180 junior developers and
IT specialists. The program was varied and
included both lectures on interesting software
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first of its kind to be held in Eastern Europe,
focused to highlight today’s cutting edge Java,
Cloud and Mobile trends in field of software
development, technologies and business. The
6th edition of the conference was held on 17 –
19 November 2014 in Inter Expo Center, Sofia.
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